Brass CNC Machined Turned Parts Components:

We offer a broad spectrum of precision turned parts that find application in diverse industry as a machine component and parts. Manufactured using latest Computer Numeric Controlled (CNC) machine tools, these parts have excellent surface finish and close tolerance. Our range of turned parts can be custom designed as per the drawings and samples provided by the clients.

Brass Turned Parts

We manufacture a wide range of precision brass turned components, cnc precision turned components for electrical, electronics, automobiles and light engineering applications. These parts are manufactured using automatic and semiautomatic machines under tolerance and specs. Our range of brass turned parts are available in variety of specifications to suit the varying requirements of our clients. We supply brass casting, brass anchors, brass fasteners, brass connectors, brass clamps, brass nuts, brass pressed parts and brass rivets.
We specialize in manufacturing Precision Turned Machined Components, Precision Brass Turned Components, CNC Precision Turned Components that finds application in plastic, engineering, automobile, electronic and electronic industry. Apart from turning, the live tooling facility with full C-axis capability enables us to produce complex turned/milled parts in one setup. The complete range of Precision Turned machined components can be custom designed in variety of dimensional specification as per the requirement of the clients.

**Brass Sanitary Fittings**

**Standard**: BS, SAE, IS  
**Material**:  
- IS 319, IS 320  
- CZ 122, CZ 121  
- C 37700, C 36000  
**Sizes Available**:  
- 1/8” to 2”  
- 4 mm to 48 mm  
**Finish**: Nickle, Chrome, Brass  
**Application**: Hose Connections (Household)

**Brass CNC Turned & Milled Parts**

**Standard**: As per drawing  
**Material**: Brass, Bronze, Copper, Aluminium  
**Sizes Available**: As per drawing  
**Finish**: Nickle, Chrome, Brass  
**Application**: As per customer
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Brass Electrical Fittings

**Standard**: DIN, IS

**Material**:
- IS 319, IS 320
- CZ 122, CZ 121

**Sizes Available**:
- 250A, 630A
- 1000A, 2000A, 3150A

**Finish**: Nickle, Chrome, Brass

**Application**: Electrical
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**BRASS FASTENERS AND INSERTS INDIA**

Click here to visit our website: [www.brass-fasteners-inserts.com](http://www.brass-fasteners-inserts.com)

Plot 10-B, GIDC
Shanker Tekri, Jamnagar 361004
Gujarat INDIA

Email: sales@brass-fasteners-inserts.com
Phone: +91-22-43449300, +91-22-43449323
Fax: +91-22-22834046, +91-22-40023682
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